HITTING A BRICK WALL

THE people of Northern Ireland want the government to support integrated schools. They have always done so.

Three members of Queen's University have explored the education of children and ask if DENI's new policies for 'transformation' can deliver real parental choice. Dr. Collin Irwin of the Institute of Irish Studies at Queen's University, Belfast, reports on the findings of their research.

Scholars claim progress slow on integrated education

Compromise a casualty of conference rhetoric

For £376 a month what can the Germans do for you... very little.

For you a business user, if you have a budget of between £100-£400 per month, you might consider an AX4 A1 or AX20. However, you may not be in a position to take advantage of any savings. If you are in a business setting, the AX4 A1 might be more suitable. If you prefer a quiet, reliable computer, you might consider the AX20. It is less expensive and offers solid performance. It is a good choice if you do not need to run any high-end software or perform complex calculations.

Saaq vs the competition

Microsoft Excel 97 is better suited for business users. It offers more features and is more reliable than the AX4 A1 or AX20. If you need a computer for work and personal use, the Excel 97 might be a better choice. It is more expensive than the AX4 A1 or AX20, but it offers better performance and more features. If you are a business user, the Excel 97 is the best choice.